a peek inside the 7 Institute Houses

In Kendall Square, we're right in the middle of things.

MIT will probably be building more dorms in the future, and there are persistent rumors that East Campus will eventually be torn down to make way for modern buildings. We could confirm or deny such rumors, but one thing seems sure, as the building date of a dorm moves up, the "team spirit" and morale seem to decrease. Some of this may be attributable to student desires, since students have a large hand in deciding what kind of buildings they will live in. It will be difficult if not impossible to fight isolation, if that's what people really want. But the issue was probably never presented very clearly.

DO YOU KNOW THAT...

More than $35 MILLION of low-cost Savings Bank Life Insurance has been bought from us — by college students in Cambridge. We must be doing something right. Could be the kind of service we give. Try us.

CAMBRIDGE SAVINGS BANK — Kendall Square

An old Boston landmark, the Baker Building had the reputation of being one of the most secure dorms on campus. Its security devices which now have proposed are intriguing, if not downright illegal; if they are installed as armed escort might be in order for any East Campus tour of the future.

In any case, practical jokes are the rule here, but no one really seems to take them very seriously, and they are the rule here, but no one really seems to take them very serious-